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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>FLY Stereopsis Test with LEA Symbols®</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1005</td>
<td>*Random Dot Stereopsis Test with LEA Symbols®</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1007</td>
<td>*Random Dot 2 Stereopsis Test with LEA Symbols®</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1010</td>
<td>Butterfly Stereopsis Test with LEA Symbols®</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1011</td>
<td>*PASS Test 1 - Preschool Assessment of Stereopsis with a Smile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1012</td>
<td>*PASS Test 2 - Preschool Assessment of Stereopsis with a Smile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1013</td>
<td>*PASS Test 3 - Preschool Assessment of Stereopsis with Smile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1015</td>
<td>*Random Dot E Stereopsis Test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Stereo Acuity Tests

*For Early & Non-Readers*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1030</td>
<td>Adult Polarized 3-D Viewers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1031</td>
<td>Pediatric Polarized 3-D Viewers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1032</td>
<td>Intermediate Polarized 3-D Viewers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1014</td>
<td>PASS Carrying Case</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Accessories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1030</td>
<td>Adult Polarized 3-D Viewers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1031</td>
<td>Pediatric Polarized 3-D Viewers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1032</td>
<td>Intermediate Polarized 3-D Viewers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1014</td>
<td>PASS Carrying Case</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Vision Therapy Products

#### Polarized Variable Vectographs

*Included in Binocular Vision Dysfunction Diagnostic & Treatment System (P/N 1070-PL)*

*Included in Binocular Accommodative Saccadic Series (BASS)*

*New Product*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1055</td>
<td>Vortex Polarized Variable Vectograph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1056</td>
<td>Chain Polarized Variable Vectograph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1057</td>
<td>Teddy Bear Polarized Variable Vectograph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1060</td>
<td>**Gem Polarized Variable Vectograph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1060-PL</td>
<td>**Gem PL Polarized Variable Vectograph (with Fusion Lock)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1060-NFL</td>
<td>**Gem PL-NFL Polarized Variable Vectograph (No Fusion Lock)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1060PL-VFD</td>
<td>Variable Fixation Disparity Target Polarized Variable Vectograph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1071PL-LS</td>
<td>***Large Saccadic Polarized Variable Vectograph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1071PL-SS</td>
<td>***Small Saccadic Polarized Variable Vectograph</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Vision Therapy Products (Continued)

#### Polarized Fixation Disparity Targets

**Included in Binocular Vision Dysfunction Diagnostic & Treatment System (P/N 1070-PL)**

**Included in Binocular Accommodative Saccadic Series (BASS)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1065-NFD</td>
<td><strong>Near Polarized Fixation Disparity Target</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1065-FFD</td>
<td><strong>Far Polarized Fixation Disparity Target</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1071PL-LFD</td>
<td><em><strong>Large Fixation Disparity Polarized Target</strong></em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1071PL-SFD</td>
<td><em><strong>Small Fixation Disparity Polarized Target</strong></em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Polarized Saccadic Targets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1071PL-RL</td>
<td><em><strong>Randomized Large Fixation Disparity Polarized Target</strong></em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1071PL-RS</td>
<td><em><strong>Randomized Small Fixation Disparity Polarized Target</strong></em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Suppression Targets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1067-NFS</td>
<td>Near Polarized Fixation Suppression Target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1067-FFS</td>
<td>Far Polarized Fixation Suppression Target</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Diagnostic & Treatment Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1070-PL</td>
<td>Binocular Vision Dysfunction Diagnostic &amp; Treatment System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1075-PL</td>
<td>Binocular Accommodative Saccadic Series (BASS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Projector Slides

- Standard Projector Slides (Sloan Letters/Numbers, Landolt C, Tumbling E, Allan Acuity)
- Projector Slides with LEA Symbols®
- Vectographic Projector Slides (Adult & Pediatric)

### Ordering Information
FLY Stereo Acuity Test with LEA Symbols®

P/N 1000

- Rapid test for amblyopia & strabismus using gross thru fine stereopsis
- Traditional Fly image for testing gross stereopsis (4800 seconds of arc)
- Graded Circle Test from 400 seconds down to 20 seconds of arc
- LEA Symbols® for testing children at 400, 200 & 100 seconds of arc
- New technology eliminates monocular clues
- Answer Key on back cover
- Includes: Manual and both Pediatric & Standard Polarized Viewers
Butterfly Stereo Acuity Test
with LEA Symbols®

P/N 1010

- Rapid test for amblyopia & strabismus using gross thru fine stereopsis
- Random Dot Butterfly image for testing gross stereopsis (2000 seconds of arc)
- Graded Circle Test from 400 seconds down to 20 seconds of arc
- LEA Symbols® for testing children at 400, 200 & 100 seconds of arc
- New technology eliminates monocular clues
- Answer Key on back cover
- Includes: Manual and both Pediatric & Standard Polarized Viewers
Random Dot Stereo Acuity Test with LEA Symbols®

P/N 1005

- Rapid test for amblyopia & strabismus in early & non-readers and non-verbal children & adults
- Expanded Random Dot LEA Symbols® Test (500, 250, 125 & 63 seconds of arc)
- Graded Circle Test from 400 seconds NOW down to 12.5 seconds of arc
- LEA Symbols® for testing children at 400, 200 & 100 seconds of arc
- New technology eliminates monocular clues
- Answer Key on back cover
- Includes: Manual and both Pediatric & Standard Polarized Viewers
Random Dot 2 Stereo Acuity Test with LEA Symbols®

P/N 1007

- Rapid test for amblyopia & strabismus in early & non-readers and non-verbal children & adults
- Expanded Random Dot LEA Symbols® Test (500, 250, 125 seconds of arc)
- Graded Circle Test from 400 seconds NOW down to 12.5 seconds of arc
- LEA Symbols® for testing children at 400, 200 & 100 seconds of arc
- Imprinted LEA Symbol® images inside booklet cover for matching
- New technology eliminates monocular clues
- Answer Key on back cover
- Includes: Manual and both Pediatric & Standard Polarized Viewers
Random Dot E
Depth Perception Test

P/N 1015

- Rapid test for amblyopia & strabismus in early & non-readers and non-verbal children & adults
- Basic Screening (Pass/Fail)
- 3 Cards (E Target, Demo & Blank)
- New technology eliminates monocular clues
- Durable test frames
- Includes: Manual and both Pediatric & Standard Polarized Viewers
P/N 1011

- Rapid Stereopsis Test for children & non-readers
- Basic Screening (Pass/Fail)
- 3 Cards (720 seconds of arc, Demo & Blank)
- Includes: Manual and Pediatric & Intermediate Polarized Viewers
- Carrying Case available (Sold separately)
PASS Test™ 2
Preschool Assessment of Stereopsis with a Smile

P/N 1012

- Rapid Stereopsis Test for children & non-readers
- School Screening
- 4 Cards (480", 240", Demo & Blank)
- Includes: Manual, Pediatric & Intermediate Polarized Viewers and Carrying Case

Vision Assessment Corporation would like to express its appreciation to Dr. Elise B. Ciner and the Vision in Preschoolers Study Group for their help in the design and development of this test. As adapted from the Vision in Preschoolers (VIP) Study (sponsored by the National Eye Institute of the National Institutes of Health of the Department of Health and Human Services).

Licensed from the Pennsylvania College of Optometry at Salus University. All Rights Reserved.
PASS Test™ 3
Preschool Assessment of Stereopsis with a Smile

P/N 1013

- Rapid Stereopsis Test for children & non-readers
- Quantitative Assessment
- 6 Cards (480", 240", 120", 60", Demo & Blank)
- Includes: Manual, Pediatric & Intermediate Polarized Viewers and Carrying Case

Vision Assessment Corporation would like to express its appreciation to Dr. Elise B. Ciner and the Vision in Preschoolers Study Group for their help in the design and development of this test.

As adapted from the Vision in Preschoolers (VIP) Study (sponsored by the National Eye Institute of the National Institutes of Health of the Department of Health and Human Services).

Licensed from the Pennsylvania College of Optometry at Salus University.
All Rights Reserved.
PASS Test™ Carrying Case
Preschool Assessment of Stereopsis with a Smile

P/N 1014

- Protective 3 pocket Carrying Case with Velcro closure designed for use with PASS Tests 1, 2 & 3
- 2 pockets; 1 each for Pediatric Polarized Viewer & Intermediate Polarized Viewer
- 1 pocket for PASS Cards (Holds 6 Cards)
- Included with PASS Test 2 & PASS Test 3
Polarized 3-D Viewers
Standard, Intermediate & Pediatric

P/N 1030
Standard 3-D Polarized Viewer
- Adult size frame (Black)
- Designed for use in conjunction with Polarized Stereopsis Tests, Polarized Variable Vectographs & Polarized Vectographic Targets for viewing three-dimensional images
- Sold 5/package (Can be purchased individually from Vision Assessment Corporation distributors)

P/N 1032
Intermediate 3-D Polarized Viewer
- Medium size frame (Blue)
- Designed for use in conjunction with Polarized Stereopsis Tests, Polarized Variable Vectographs & Polarized Vectographic Targets for viewing three-dimensional images
- Sold individually

P/N 1031
Pediatric 3-D Polarized Viewer
- Small size frame (Green)
- Rubberized frame with increased flexibility for ease of placing viewers on children
- Designed for use in conjunction with Polarized Stereopsis Tests, Polarized Variable Vectographs & Polarized Vectographic Targets for viewing three-dimensional images
- Sold individually
Vortex
Polarized Variable Vectograph

P/N 1055

- Vision Therapy System for use in a doctor's office and/or for use by the patient at home to help prevent patient regression between office visits
- Three-dimensional Vortex image used to strengthen the binocularity system and to provide Base-In & Base-Out training
- Range of 6,100 seconds of arc stereopsis depth
- Letters’ orientation to Vortex image (above, below & even with the image) at +/- 600 seconds of arc
- Total accommodation range of 40 diopters
- Includes: Protective Therapy Binder with pen, Doctor and Patient Manuals, Therapy Record Form & Standard Polarized Viewer
Chain Polarized Variable Vectograph

P/N 1056

- Vision Therapy System for use in a doctor’s office and/or for use by the patient at home to help prevent patient regression between office visits
- Three-dimensional Chain image used to strengthen the binocularity system, to provide Base-In & Base-Out training and to provide the patient with an introduction to peripheral binocular experiences
- Total accommodation range of 40 diopters
- Includes: Protective Therapy Binder with pen, Doctor and Patient Manuals, Therapy Record Form & Standard Polarized Viewer
Teddy Bear Polarized Variable Vectograph

P/N 1057

- Vision Therapy System for use in a doctor’s office and/or for use by the patient at home to help prevent patient regression between office visits
- Three-dimensional Teddy Bear & Blocks image used to strengthen the binocularity system and to provide Base-In & Base-Out training
- Range of 2,600 seconds of arc stereopsis depth
- Teddy Bear & Blocks orientation to Vectograph (above, below & even with the Vectograph) at +30 to +1500 seconds of arc & -25 to -1100 seconds of arc
- Suppression Check using Blocks images (One group of Blocks is Monocular Left Eye only & one group of Blocks is Monocular Right Eye only)
- Total accommodation range of 40 diopters
- Includes: Protective Therapy Binder with pen, Doctor and Patient Manuals, Therapy Record Form & Standard Polarized Viewer
Gem
Polarized Variable Vectograph

P/N 1060

- Vision Therapy System for use in a doctor’s office and/or for use by the patient at home to help prevent patient regression between office visits
- Three-dimensional Gem image used to strengthen the binocularity system, to provide Base-In & Base-Out training and to provide the patient with an introduction to peripheral binocular experiences
- 5 layer Gem image with a range of 700 seconds of arc stereopsis depth
- Total accommodation range of 40 diopters
- Includes: Protective Therapy Binder with pen, Doctor and Patient Manuals, Therapy Record Form & Standard Polarized Viewer
- Also included in the Binocular Vision Dysfunction Diagnostic & Treatment System (P/N 1070PL) as part of the hierarchical system of Vectographs
Vision Assessment Corporation would like to express its appreciation to Paul Lederer, OD, FCOVD, FAAO for his help in the design and development of this System.

Dr. Lederer has no financial interest in the Gem-PL Polarized Variable Vectograph (P/N 1060PL), Vision Assessment Corporation nor any of its products.

www.VisionAssessment.com

Gem-PL
Polarized Variable Vectograph

P/N 1060-PL

- Vision Therapy System for use in a doctor’s office and/or for use by the patient at home to help prevent regression between office visits
- Three-dimensional Gem image used to strengthen the binocularity system, to provide Base-In & Base-Out training and to provide a peripheral cue to aid alignment of the more central Fixation Disparity Target
- Two-dimensional Fixation Disparity Target with Central Fusion Lock helps relate binocular alignment to accommodation (clarity of the target)
- 5 layer Gem image with a range of stereopsis depth of 700 seconds of arc
- Total accommodation range of 40 diopters
- Includes: Protective Therapy Binder with pen, Doctor and Patient Manuals, Therapy Record Form & Standard Polarized Viewer
- Also included in the Binocular Vision Dysfunction Diagnostic & Treatment System (P/N 1070PL) as part of the hierarchical system of Vectographs
GemPL-NFL
Polarized Variable Vectograph

P/N 1060PL-NFL

- Vision Therapy System for use in a doctor’s office and/or for use by the patient at home to help prevent regression between office visits
- Three-dimensional Gem image used to strengthen the binocularity system, to provide Base-In & Base-Out training and to provide a peripheral cue to aid alignment of the more central two-dimensional Fixation Disparity Target with No Fusion Lock
- Emphasizes the power of engaging the periphery and its leverage on divergence by shifting the Fusion Lock from the central Fixation Disparity “E circle lock” (as in the Gem-PL) to the peripheral Gem image
- 5 layer Gem image with a range of stereopsis depth of 700 seconds of arc
- Total accommodation range of 40 diopters
- Includes: Protective Therapy Binder with pen, Doctor and Patient Manuals, Therapy Record Form & Standard Polarized Viewer
- Also included in the Binocular Vision Dysfunction Diagnostic & Treatment System (P/N 1070PL) as part of the hierarchical system of Vectographs

Vision Assessment Corporation would like to express its appreciation to Paul Lederer, OD, FCVD, FAAO for his help in the design and development of this System. Dr. Lederer has no financial interest in the Gem PL-NFL Polarized Variable Vectograph (P/N 1060PL-NFL), Vision Assessment Corporation nor any of its products.

www.VisionAssessment.com
Vision Assessment Corporation would like to express its appreciation to Paul Lederer, OD, FCOVD, FAAO for his help in the design and development of this System. Dr. Lederer has no financial interest in the Variable Fixation Disparity Target Polarized Variable Vectograph (P/N 1060PL-VFD), Vision Assessment Corporation nor any of its products.

www.VisionAssessment.com

Variable Fixation Disparity Target Polarized Variable Vectograph

P/N 1060PL-VFD

- Vision Therapy System for use in a doctor’s office
- Two-dimensional Fixation Disparity Cross with Central Fusion Lock
- Lack of three-dimensional float (as provided by the Gem image in the Gem Vectographs) removes peripheral cues that help guide a patient’s fusion response on the Fixation Disparity Cross
- Total accommodation range of 40 diopters
- Includes: Protective Therapy Binder with pen, Doctor Manual & Standard Polarized Viewer
- Recommended as a follow-step to the Binocular Vision Dysfunction Diagnostic & Treatment System (P/N 1070PL) to ensure sufficient learning strategies were developed and can be transferred without the aid of the three-dimensional float provided by the Gem image on the Gem Vectographs
Large Saccadic Polarized Variable Vectograph

P/N 1071PL-LS

- Vision Therapy System for use in a doctor’s office and/or for use by the patient at home to help prevent regression between office visits
- Provides a therapeutic approach for reducing patients’ symptoms related to their binocular dysfunction while improving their visual performance and reading efficiency
- Treatment Vectograph with four rows of saccadic Fixation Disparity Cross stimuli presented at a 20/100 acuity level, reflective of the visual demands of larger print books
- Fixation Disparity Target stimuli with Number Central Fusion Lock help relate binocular alignment to accommodation (clarity of the target)
- Total accommodation range of 40 diopters
- Includes: Protective Therapy Binder with pen, Doctor Manual & Standard Polarized Viewer
- Also available with a higher acuity level using 20/63 target size to monitor visual, binocular & accommodative functions more reflective of reading demands at higher grade levels (smaller print books), Small Saccadic Polarized Variable Vectograph (P/N 1071PL-SS)
- Also included in the BASS-PL, Binocular Accommodative Saccadic Series PL, (P/N 1075PL) as one of the Treatment Vectographs
Small Saccadic Polarized Variable Vectograph

P/N 1071PL-SS

- Vision Therapy System for use in a doctor’s office and/or for use by the patient at home to help prevent regression between office visits
- Provides a therapeutic approach for reducing patients’ symptoms related to their binocular dysfunction while improving their visual performance and reading efficiency
- Treatment Vectograph with five rows of saccadic Fixation Disparity Cross stimuli presented at a 20/63 acuity level to monitor visual, binocular & accommodative functions more reflective of reading demands at higher grade levels (smaller print books)
- Fixation Disparity Target stimuli with Number Central Fusion Lock help relate binocular alignment to accommodation (clarity of the target)
- Total accommodation range of 40 diopters
- Includes: Protective Therapy Binder with pen, Doctor Manual & Standard Polarized Viewer
- Also available with larger targets at a 20/100 acuity level, reflective of the visual demands of larger print books, Large Saccadic Polarized Variable Vectograph (P/N 1071PL-LS)
- Also included in the BASS-PL, Binocular Accommodative Saccadic Series PL, (P/N 1075PL) as one of the Treatment Vectographs

Vision Assessment Corporation would like to express its appreciation to Paul Lederer, OD, FCVD, FAAO for his help in the design and development of this System. Dr. Lederer has no financial interest in the Small Saccadic Polarized Variable Vectograph (P/N 1071PL-SS), Vision Assessment Corporation nor any of its products.
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Near Fixation Disparity Polarized Target

P/N 1065-NFD

- Vectographic two-dimensional Fixation Disparity Cross with Central Fusion Lock for assessing Near Point of Fixation Disparity (NPFD) (50 inches / 127cm) & Associated Vergence Measures at Near (16 inches -18 inches / 41cm - 46cm)
- Sensitive to suppression and measures vertical & horizontal binocular function
- A more sensitive indicator of the presence of a fixation disparity than a double image
- For use in free-space or behind a refractor
- Easy to administer & simple for patient to understand
- Includes: Manual & Standard Polarized Viewer
- Also included in the Binocular Vision Dysfunction Diagnostic & Treatment System (P/N 1070PL)
Far Fixation Disparity
Polarized Target

P/N 1065-FFD

- Vectographic two-dimensional Fixation Disparity Cross with Central Fusion Lock for assessing Far Point of Fixation Disparity & Associated Vergence Measures at Distance (20 feet / 6m)
- Sensitive to suppression and measures vertical & horizontal binocular function
- A more sensitive indicator of the presence of a fixation disparity than a double image
- Central Fusion Lock to test patients’ ability to fuse images at distance
- For use in free-space or behind a refractor
- Easy to administer & simple for patient to understand
- Includes: Manual & Standard Polarized Viewer
- Also included in the Binocular Vision Dysfunction Diagnostic & Treatment System (P/N 1070PL)
Small Fixation Disparity Polarized Target

P/N 1071PL-SFD

- Vectographic two-dimensional card with 2 Fixation Disparity Crosses positioned vertical to one another to facilitate the comparison of binocular performance when using a lower versus higher spatial frequency or acuity demand
- Top Fixation Disparity Cross at 20/95 acuity level reflective of visual demands of larger print books and bottom Fixation Disparity Cross at 20/63 acuity level more reflective of reading demands at higher grade levels (smaller print books)
- Sensitive to suppression and measures vertical & horizontal binocular function for assessing Near Point of Fixation Disparity (NPFD) (50 inches / 127cm) & Associated Vergence Measures at Near (16 inches - 18 inches/ 41cm - 46cm)
- Two-dimensional Fixation Disparity Cross stimuli with E Central Fusion Lock help relate binocular alignment to accommodation (clarity of the target)
- Includes: Manual & Standard Polarized Viewer
- Also available with bottom Fixation Disparity Cross at a 20/100 acuity level, Large Fixation Disparity Polarized Target (P/N 1071PL-LFD)
- Also included as one of the assessment tools in the BASS-PL, Binocular Accommodative Saccadic Series PL (P/N 1075PL)
Large Fixation Disparity Polarized Target

P/N 1071PL-LFD

- Vectographic two-dimensional card with 2 Fixation Disparity Crosses positioned vertical to one another to introduce the new Fixation Disparity Cross design (bottom cross at 20/100 acuity level), as used as saccadic stimuli in the Binocular Accommodative Saccadic Series (BASS-PL), and to facilitate comparison to the standard Fixation Disparity Cross (top cross at 20/95 acuity level) as used in the Binocular Vision Dysfunction Diagnostic & Treatment System (P/N 1070PL)
- Sensitive to suppression and measures vertical & horizontal binocular function for assessing Near Point of Fixation Disparity (NPFD) (50 inches / 127cm) & Associated Vergence Measures at Near (16 inches - 18 inches / 41cm - 46cm)
- Two-dimensional Fixation Disparity Cross stimuli with E Central Fusion Lock help relate binocular alignment to accommodation (clarity of the target)
- Includes: Manual & Standard Polarized Viewer
- Also available with bottom Fixation Disparity Cross at a 20/63 acuity level to facilitate the comparison of binocular performance when using a lower versus higher spatial frequency or acuity demand, Small Fixation Disparity Polarized Target (P/N 1071PL-SFD)
- Also included as one of the assessment tools in the BASS-PL, Binocular Accommodative Saccadic Series PL (P/N 1075PL)

Vision Assessment Corporation would like to express its appreciation to Paul Lederer, OD, FCOVD, FAAO for his help in the design and development of this test. Dr. Lederer has no financial interest in the Large Fixation Disparity Polarized Target (P/N 1071PL-LFD), Vision Assessment Corporation nor any of its products.
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Randomized Large Fixation Disparity Polarized Target

P/N 1071PL-RL

- Assessment tool for measuring binocular/accommodative function during a saccadic eye movement task using a sequence of saccadic identification targets
- Vectographic silvered card with four rows of saccadic Fixation Disparity Cross stimuli presented with a 20/100 target size, reflective of the visual demands of larger print books
- Two-dimensional Fixation Disparity Cross stimuli with Number Central Fusion Lock help relate binocular alignment to accommodation (clarity of the target)
- Answer Key imprinted on back of card for checking number accuracy
- Includes: Manual & Standard Polarized Viewer
- Also available with a higher acuity level using 20/63 target size to monitor visual, binocular & accommodative functions more reflective of reading demands at higher grade levels (smaller print books), Randomized Small Fixation Disparity Polarized Target (P/N 1071PL-RS)
- Corresponds to Large Saccadic Polarized Variable Vectograph (P/N 1071PL-LS) (Sold Separately, and also included as one of the assessment tools in the BASS-PL, Binocular Accommodative Saccadic Series PL, (P/N 1075PL)
Randomized Small Fixation Disparity Polarized Target

P/N 1071PL-RS

- Assessment tool for measuring binocular/accommodative function during a saccadic eye movement task using a sequence of saccadic identification targets
- Vectographic silvered card with five rows of saccadic Fixation Disparity Cross stimuli presented with a 20/63 target size to monitor visual, binocular & accommodative functions more reflective of reading demands at higher grade levels (smaller print books)
- Two-dimensional Fixation Disparity Cross stimuli with Number Central Fusion Lock help relate binocular alignment to accommodation (clarity of the target)
- Answer Key imprinted on back of card for checking number accuracy
- Includes: Manual & Standard Polarized Viewer
- Also available with larger targets at a 20/100 acuity level, reflective of the visual demands of larger print books, Randomized Large Fixation Disparity Polarized Target (P/N 1071PL-RL)
- Corresponds to Small Saccadic Polarized Variable Vectograph (P/N 1071PL-SS) (Sold Separately, and also included as one of the assessment tools in the BASS-PL, Binocular Accommodative Saccadic Series PL (P/N 1075PL)
Vision Assessment Corporation would like to express its appreciation to Paul Lederer, OD, FCOVD, FAAO for his help in the design and development of this test. Dr. Lederer has no financial interest in the Near Fixation Suppression Polarized Target (P/N 1067-NFS). Vision Assessment Corporation nor any of its products.

www.VisionAssessment.com

Near Fixation Suppression Polarized Target

P/N 1067-NFS

- Vectographic two-dimensional Fixation Disparity Cross with Central Fusion Lock for checking Suppression to ensure both eyes are working together at Near (16 inches - 18 inches / 41cm - 46cm)
- Lightly printed image, highly sensitive to suppression, for complete image cancelation for the eye not functioning properly
- Measures vertical & horizontal binocular function
- Central Fusion Lock to test patients’ ability to fuse images at Near
- For use in free-space or behind a refractor
- Easy to administer & simple for patient to understand
- Includes: Manual and Standard Polarized Viewer
Far Fixation Suppression Polarized Target

P/N 1067-FFS

- Vectographic two-dimensional Fixation Disparity Cross with Central Fusion Lock for checking Suppression to ensure both eyes are working together at Distance (20 feet / 6m)
- Lightly printed image highly sensitive to suppression for complete image cancelation for the eye not functioning properly
- Central Fusion Lock to test patients' ability to fuse images at Distance
- For use in free-space or behind a refractor
- Easy to administer & simple for patient to understand
- Includes: Manual & Standard Polarized Viewer
Binocular Vision Dysfunction Diagnostic & Treatment System

P/N 1070-PL

- Vision Therapy System, consisting of diagnostic Fixation Disparity Targets & hierarchical system of treatment Vectographs, for identifying and treating binocular vision dysfunctions
- Near and Distance Polarized Fixation Disparity Targets
  - For assessment of Near Point of Fixation Disparity (NPFD) and Associated Vergence Measures at Near and Distance
  - A more sensitive indicator of the presence of a fixation disparity than a double image
  - For use in free-space or behind refractor
- 3 Gem Polarized Variable Vectographs:
  - Gem: Provides an introduction to peripheral binocular experiences
  - Gem-PL: Helps relate binocular alignment to accommodation (clarity of the target) as peripheral cue from Gem images aids alignment of more central two-dimensional Fixation Disparity Target with Central Fusion Lock
  - GemPL-NFL: Emphasizes the power of engaging the periphery and its leverage on divergence by shifting the Fusion Lock from the Central Fixation Disparity “E circle lock” (as in the Gem-PL) to the peripheral Gem image
  - Total accommodation range of 40 diopters
- Includes: Protective Therapy Binder with pen, Doctor Manual & Standard Polarized Viewer
- Based on the paper Confusion Inside Panum’s Area by Paul Lederer, OD, FCOVD, FAAO
- Vectographs also sold as individual Vision Therapy Systems
- Fixation Disparity Targets also sold individually with Standard Polarized Viewer

Vision Assessment Corporation would like to express its appreciation to Paul Lederer, OD, FCOVD, FAAO for his help in the design and development of this System. Dr. Lederer has no financial interest in the Binocular Vision Dysfunction Diagnostic & Treatment System (P/N 1070PL). Vision Assessment Corporation nor any of its products.
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BASS-PL
Binocular Accommodative Saccadic Series

P/N 1075PL

- Vision Therapy System for improving patient visual performance and reading efficiency, consisting of diagnostic Fixation Disparity Targets and treatment Vectographs with saccadic identification targets at two different acuity levels
  - 20/100 - Visual demands of larger print books
  - 20/63 - Reading demands at higher grade levels (smaller print books)

- **Fixation Disparity Polarized Targets** (2 cross targets) *(Large & Small)*
  - Measures vertical & horizontal binocular function for assessment of Near Point of Fixation Disparity (NPFD) & Associated Vergence Measures at Near
  - Facilitates comparison of binocular performance when using a lower versus higher spatial frequency or acuity demand

- **Randomized Fixation Disparity Polarized Targets** *(Large & Small)*
  - Measures binocular/accommodative function during a saccadic eye movement task using a sequence of saccadic identification targets with numbers as the Central Fusion Lock to help relate binocular alignment to accommodation (clarity of the target)

- **Saccadic Polarized Variable Vectographs** *(Large & Small)*
  - Mimics the Randomized Fixation Disparity Targets while allowing for the addition of Base-In and/or Base-out prism demand to provide a therapeutic approach for improving patients’ awareness of their binocular alignment and accommodative control during a saccadic eye movement task

- Includes: Protective Therapy Binder with pen, Doctor Manual & Standard Polarized Viewer
- **Vectographs also sold as individual Vision Therapy Systems**
- **Fixation Disparity Polarized Targets also sold individually with Standard Polarized Viewer**
Projector Slides

Standard

P/N 1077  Pediatric Acuity
- Allen Acuity 20/200 - 20/30 (6 Lines)
- Tumbling E 20/200 - 20/20 (11 Lines)
- Landolt C 20/200 - 20/20 (8 Lines)

P/N 1103  Vergence - Acuity
- Tumbling E 20/400 - 20/200 (3 Lines)
- Sloan Letters 20/100 - 20/10 (14 Lines)
- Astigmatic Clock
- Vertical Lines for Vergence 20/40 - 20/10 (6 Lines)
- Sloan Letters 20/50 - 20/10 (6 Lines)
- Astigmatic Blocks

P/N 1113  Astigmatism - Acuity
- Sloan Letters 20/300 - 20/10 (14 Lines)
- Astigmatic Clock
- Sloan Numbers 20/50 - 20/10 (6 Lines)
- Tumbling E 20/200 - 20/15 (7 Lines)

P/N 1180  Adult Acuity
- Sloan Letters 20/400 - 20/10 (16 Lines)
- Sloan Numbers 20/70 - 20/10 (8 Lines)
- Tumbling E 20/200 - 20/15 (11 Lines)

P/N 1192  Multi-Acuity
- Sloan Letters 20/400 - 20/15 (15 Lines)
- Tumbling E 20/200 - 20/25 (9 Lines)
- Allen Acuity 20/200 - 20/30 (6 Lines)

P/N 1193  Family Practice
- Tumbling E 20/400 - 20/200 (3 Lines)
- Sloan Letters 20/100 - 20/10 (11 Lines)
- Astigmatic Clock
- Sloan Letters 20/50 - 20/10 (6 Lines)
- Tumbling E 20/50 - 20/15 (5 Lines)
- Allen Acuity 20/100 - 20/40 (4 Lines)

Designed for use in all Manual Chart Projectors including products from:
AO, R.H. Burton, Marco, Reichert, Topcon & Woodland
(Also available: Projector Slides with LEA Symbols/Numbers & Vectographic Projector Slides)

Manufactured in USA by Vision Assessment Corporation © 2012
www.VisionAssessment.com
# Projector Slides with LEA Symbols/Numbers®

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P/N 3200</th>
<th>LEA Symbols® &amp; Letters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEA Symbols® 20/125 - 20/10 (19 Lines)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Multiple Lines 20/50 - 20/10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sloan Letters 20/400 - 20/10 (20 Lines)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Multiple Lines 20/50 - 20/10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P/N 3201</th>
<th>LEA Numbers® &amp; Letters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEA Numbers® 20/125 - 20/10 (17 Lines)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Multiple Lines 20/50 - 20/10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sloan Letters 20/400 - 20/10 (20 Lines)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Multiple Lines 20/50 - 20/10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P/N 3202</th>
<th>LEA Symbols/Numbers® &amp; Letters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEA Symbols® 20/100 - 20/10 (18 Lines)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEA Numbers® 10/100 - 20/10 (16 Lines)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Multiple Lines 20/50 - 20/10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sloan Numbers 20/100 - 20/10 (16 Lines)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Multiple Lines 20/40 - 20/10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P/N 3203</th>
<th>LEA Symbols® &amp; Letters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEA Symbols® 20/200 - 20/10 (20 Lines)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Multiple Lines 20/50 - 20/10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sloan Letters 20/250 - 20/10 (20 Lines)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Multiple Lines 20/50 - 20/10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P/N 3204</th>
<th>LEA Symbols® &amp; Letters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEA Symbols® 20/200 - 20/16 (11 Lines)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sloan Letters 20/400 - 20/16 (17 Lines)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Multiple Lines 20/40 - 20/20)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P/N 3205</th>
<th>LEA Symbols/Numbers® &amp; Letters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEA Symbols® 20/125 - 20/16 (10 Lines)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEA Numbers® 20/125 - 20/16 (10 Lines)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sloan Letters 20/125 - 20/16 (14 Lines)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Multiple Lines 20/40 - 20/20)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P/N 3206</th>
<th>LEA Numbers® &amp; Letters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEA Numbers® 20/200 - 20/16 (11 Lines)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sloan Letters 20/400 - 20/16 (17 Lines)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Multiple Lines 20/40 - 20/20)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P/N 3207</th>
<th>LEA Symbols® &amp; Letters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEA Symbols® 20/200 - 20/16 (11 Lines)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sloan Letters 20/400 - 20/16 (17 Lines)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Multiple Lines 20/40 - 20/20)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Designed for use in all Manual Chart Projectors including products from:
AO, R.H. Burton, Marco, Reichert, Topcon & Woodland
(Standard & Vectographic Projector Slides also available)
Projector Slides
Vectographic

- Designed for use in all Manual Chart Projectors including products from: AO, R.H. Burton, Marco, Reichert, Topcon & Woodland
- Requires refractor equipped with polarizing filters
- Grey high contrast screen (silvered projector screen) recommended for optimum performance
- Also available: Standard Projector Slides & Projector Slides with LEA Symbols/Numbers®

P/N 1234  ADULT Vectographic
- Sloan Letters Monocular 20/100 - 20/15 (9 Lines)
- Astigmatic Clock
- Acuity Balance 20/30 - 20/20 (3 Lines)
- Acuity Suppression 20/40 - 20/25 (3 Lines)
- Sloan Letters Binocular 20/30 - 20/15 (4 Lines)
- Fixation Disparity (with/without Fusion Lock)
- Stereopsis 260 - 73 seconds of arc

P/N 1246  PEDIATRIC Vectographic
- Tumbling E Monocular 20/100 - 20/15 (9 Lines)
- Acuity Balance 20/30 - 20/20 (3 Lines)
- Tumbling E Binocular 20/30 - 20/15 (4 Lines)
- Fixation Disparity (with Fusion Lock)
- Stereopsis 215 - 40 seconds of arc
Ordering Information

Vision Assessment Corporation has distributors throughout the US and the World. Please email info@VisionAssessment.com or visit http://www.visionassessment.com/contact.shtml to request contact information for the VAC distributor nearest you.

Vision Assessment Corporation
2675 Coyle Ave.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007 USA
Tel.: 1.847.239.5889
Tel. (Toll Free USA): 1.866.887.9692
Fax: 1.847.440.9017
Email: info@VisionAssessment.com
Web: www.VisionAssessment.com